Professional YT-8
Dynamic Microphone User Manual

GENERAL

- The microphone is a dynamic microphone with a strong, wire-mesh, spherical front grille that contains a highly effective wind and pop filter.

- Adopting a cardioid dynamic cartridge with highly consistency, it creates superb isolation and unsurpassed gain-before-feedback, and is optimized for using in vocal, speaking and instrument performances. The feature of noise absorption eliminates external and handling noise.

- The microphone provides excellent vocal or speech reproduction on lecterns and stages, and is a popular choice for use in public auditoriums, churches, convention halls, and schools.

SPECIFICATIONS

1. Type: Dynamic
2. Polar Pattern: Uni-Directional
3. Frequency Response: 50–14000Hz
4. Impedance: 600Ω ± 30%
5. Sensitivity: −74dB ± 3dB
6. Net Weight (kg): 0.909
7. Dimensions (cm): Height: 8 Length: 30 Width: 13